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Fig. 1 - S2 (24.02.2020) - 4,3,2 natural colour - View of the archipelago before Anak Krakatau awoke on 10th April.

Fig. 2 - S2 (17.04.2020) - 4,3,2 natural colour - The island lake has disappeared & the island has expanded during the eruption.

New eruption of Anak Krakatau, Indonesia
Sentinel-2 MSI acquired on 24 February 2020 at 02:57:19 UTC
Sentinel-1 CSAR IW acquired on 03 April 2020 at 22:33:50 UTC
Sentinel-1 CSAR IW acquired on 15 April 2020 at 22:33:50 UTC
Sentinel-2 MSI acquired on 17 April 2020 at 03:05:39 UTC
Sentinel-5P TROPOMI acquired on 11 April 2020
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https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/fbe8bfb2ffff40c0b59d595d22ed875b
mailto:svp@visioterra.fr
https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/eaa869f28c724bc78a000c42e4c5ede7
https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/9da537cf23e4487885d4e60eebcfcf31
https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/d439c89e79ed4239a716f784ee0c06c9
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Fig. 3 - S1 (15.04.2020) - vv,vh,ndi(vh,vv) colour composite - The lake and the caldera show clearly.

Fig. 4 - S1 (15.04.2020) - vv,vh,ndi(vh,vv) colour composite - The new expansion shows strongly in vh polarisation (green).

2D view

After a major eruption on December 2018, Anak Krakatau awoke again. VolcanoDiscovery explains the event: "After dark, at around 20:00 local time,
increasingly larger plumes can be seen rising from the new crater of Anak Krakatau, probably emissions of steam and ash generated by the first
explosions, likely phreatomagmatic in nature when rising magma pushed its way up to the still partially lake filled crater and leading to explosive
interaction between magma and water (phreatomagmatic activity). Around 22:20, strombolian explosions start, which quickly become stronger and
near-continuous."

2D animation 2D view

"At around 23:00, the activity dramatically increases: lava bombs are seen landing all over in the vicinity of the webcam (bright traces), but the
camera survives... this is the moment probably, the lava fountaining phase started, which also generated a ash/steam plume rising up to 15 km
altitude."

https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/593ab45322e443d8a40e2d3f88a2493f
https://www.volcanodiscovery.com/krakatau/news/101641/Krakatau-volcano-Indonesia-camera-survives-eruption-spectacular-video-of-lava-fountains.html
https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/eadac93c26af4f43bdaf67af090a024b
https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/d1aedf99dde1422fa2910dfe362cd2b4
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Fig. 5 - S1 multidate - red: vh 03.04.2020, green: vh 15.04.2020, blue: vh 03.04.2020 - The northern face of the island darkened in vh pol.

Fig. 6 - S2 (24.02.2020) - ndi(8,4) with colour map - The vegetation of the western island has regrown since the Dec. 2018 eruption.

2D view

"The eruption could be a resumption of the pattern of activity during 2018, when the volcano produced violent paroxysms with lava fountains and
lava flows at intervals of few weeks. It will be interesting to monitor whether this is the case and how activity will evolve in the coming weeks
and months."

2D view

Regarding the plume, the Smithsonian Institution complements: "PVMBG [Pusat Vulkanologi dan Mitigasi Bencana Geolog or Center for Volcanology
and Geological Hazard Mitigation] reported that at 21:58 and 22:35 on 10 April an eruptive event at Anak Krakatau generated dense white, gray,
and black ash plumes that rose as high as 2 km above the summit and drifted S and E. The events were followed by Strombolian activity that
ejected incandescent material onto the crater floor and summit areas; video revealed lightning visible in the ash cloud."

https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/76c92ba4bb1e4af59d9f91181faaf2df
https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/d65c0621e7c548d88b7abaed26f12e46
https://volcano.si.edu/showreport.cfm?doi=GVP.WVAR20200408-262000
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Fig. 7 - S2 (17.04.2020) - ndi(8,4) with colour map - At north-east, vegetation has disappeared; it remains at south-west.

Fig. 8 - S2 (24.02.2020) - 8,4,3 colour composite - Vegetation on all 3 surrounding islands seems healthy before the eruption.

2D animation 2D view

"The Darwin VAAC [Volcanic Ash Advisory Centers] issued a notice at 01:45 on 11 April stating that an eruption plume had risen to 14.3 km a.s.l.
[above sea level], but noted low confidence in the altitude due to the possible mixing of the eruption plume with meteorological storm clouds. An
intense thermal anomaly was visible. An hour later the VAAC reported an on-going sulfur-rich plume rising to 11.3 km a.s.l. and drifting W; the
previous plume remained visible and continued to drift NW. Later that day ash plumes rose to 3 km a.s.l. and drifted N."

2D view

"During 12-13 April plumes comprised mostly of sulfur dioxide and steam rose to 3 km a.s.l.; the plumes did not have a strong ash signal. The Alert
Level remained at 2 (on a scale of 1-4), and the public was warned to remain outside of the 2-km-radius hazard zone from the crater."

https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/c48809f88fb14a45b2e1239932de186c
https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/493c3319cb6c4db194dfebf12662da80
https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/80fdb84cc7c84214974e0a6f371a1349
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Fig. 9 - S2 (17.04.2020) - 8,4,3 colour composite - The vegetation also receded at the northern tip of the eastern island.

Fig. 10 - S2 multidate - red: ndi(8,4) 17.04.2020, green: ndi(8,4) 24.02.2020, blue: ndi(8,4) 17.04.2020 - Damaged vegetation in magenta.

2D animation 2D view

2D view

https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/426d9bc222ff44daa2dd6fcfe63338ab
https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/a3f44852e5e14fb5b3c7caaa61d63244
https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/5cee4cece0de4f229aa44b14ba99aedc
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Fig. 11 - S5P TROPOMI (11.04.2020) - SO2 total column - A small SO2 plume emitted the morning after the eruption. 2D view

The views expressed herein can in no way be taken to reflect the official opinion of the European Space Agency or the European Union. 
Contains modified Copernicus Sentinel data 2019, processed by VisioTerra.

More on European Commission space:

More on ESA: S-1 website S-2 website S-3 website

More on Copernicus program: Scihub portal Cophub portal Inthub portal Colhub portal

More on VisioTerra: Sentinel Vision Portal Envisat+ERS portal Swarm+GOCE portal CryoSat portal
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